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Abstract

As an instance of diversity-induced resonance and of the constructive role
of heterogeneity in complex systems, here we study a generalized version of
a physiologically-motivated sleep-wake cycle model taking into account the
role of orexin [M. Patriarca, E. Hernandez-Garcia, R. Toral, S. Postnova, H.
A. Braun, PLoS Comput. Biol. 8 (2012) e1002650; S. Postnova, K. Voigt
H. A. Braun, J. Biol. Rhythms 24 (2009) 523]. With respect to the versions
of the model studied previously, here we consider systems containing both a
set of orexin neurons — responsible for the production of orexin — and a set
of glutaminergic neurons — representing mental activity or sleep depending
on their firing or silent state, respectively — within some basic network
topologies. The neurons of one or both types are diversified and it is shown
how the interplay between the heterogeneous constituent units produces as
an emergent effect the recovering or improving of the sleep-wake cycle. At a
general level, the results obtained suggest that also systems with a dynamics
driven by a homeostatic mechanism, with a time scale much longer than that
of the constituent excitable units, may present diversity-induced resonance.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we study a multi-neuronal model aimed at modelling at a
microscopic physiological level the homeostatic dynamics of the sleep-wake
cycle observed in many species. The multi-neuron nature of the system under
study is sufficient to consider it a classical example of complex systems, since
the corresponding model is obtained by assembling a set of excitable units
(Hodgkin-Huxley neurons) interacting with each other nonlinearly. Systems
of this kind are known to produce emergence of new properties and self-
organized behaviors.

However, the type of self-organization searched in the system under study
concerns an additional aspect that only recently has been recognized as a
candidate to be another universal feature of many complex systems, namely
the heterogeneity of the constituents units. As shown below, one can pro-
duce a better and more stable periodicity of the wake-sleep cycle induced
by a homeostatic dynamics in a set of heterogeneous neurons than in one
of homogeneous ones, if the level of heterogeneity is neither too low nor too
high. Namely, the model considered below presents evidence of diversity-
induced resonance, an emergent effect originally discovered within a mechani-
cal model, analogous to those producing stochastic resonance, but where the
heterogeneity of the units replaces the level of noise in producing an op-
timal response to an external signal for a suitable intermediate degree of
heterogeneity [1, 2, 3]. Diversity-induced resonance has been by now found
in different systems with different features and dynamical time and space
scales [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

Here we consider the question whether diversity-induced resonant effects,
already found in the encoding response of neuronal assemblies [8], have a
relevant role also when affecting neurons undergoing a homeostatic regula-
tion with the time scale of the circadian clock. Namely, we study the effects
of diversity in a physiological model of the sleep-wake cycle, based on the
two-neuron model introduced in Ref. [9] depicted in Fig. 1. The original
model is minimal in that it consists of one orexin-producing neuron and one
glutaminergic neuron, working according to a homeostatic mechanism for the
regulation of sleep based on depression of orexinergic synapses during wake-
fulness and their recovery during sleep. The structure of the model reflects
experimental findings about the role of the orexin system in maintaining
wakefulness and its ability to integrate sleep-wake relevant information from
many brain areas [10, 11] and respond to changes in the body external and
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internal environments by encoding the body activity state, energy balance,
sensory and emotional stimuli [12, 13]. In that model the orexin neuron A

Figure 1: Two-neuron model with one orexin-producing neuron (A) acted upon by a
circadian signal represented by the gray box and one glutaminergic neuron (B) undergoing
the homeostatic effects of Orexin represented by the green box. The two neurons can
interact with each other through the Orexin and the glutamate channels. See Ref. [9] and
the text for further details.

and the glutaminergic neuron B are reciprocally connected to each other ac-
cording to the experimentally established physiological connections [14], see
Fig. 1. Both the orexin and the glutamate neuron are firing during wakeful-
ness and are silent during sleep. The transitions between firing and silence
are governed by the interplay between the circadian input and homeostatic
mechanisms as initially proposed by Borbely [15]. Only one type of orexin
neurotransmitter is considered and it is assumed that the system can be ei-
ther in the wake state or in a generic (non-Rapid Eye Movement) sleep state.

Motivated by the constructive role of disorder discussed above and the
well-known fact that neurons are highly heterogeneous by their nature [10,
18, 13], we have started studying the effects of diversity in a previous work,
where we have analyzed the role of heterogeneity in the neuronal A-B cou-
plings within the framework of a heterogeneous generalization of the model
of Ref. [9]. In such a model the orexin-producing A-neuron was replaced
with a set of A-neurons connected in parallel to the B-neuron (the B-neuron
feels the average of the corresponding interactions), see the scheme in Fig. 2.
The model presents evidence of diversity-induced resonance [16, 17]. It was
found that the most robust sleep-wake cycle, as defined according to a suit-
able sleep quantifier (see Sec. 3 below), corresponds to an intermediate level
of diversity in the mutual dynamical couplings between neurons.

As a further step toward a more realistic physiological modelling of the
sleep-wake dynamics, here we extend further the models we have studied
previously considering model systems where there is both an assembly of
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Figure 2: Example of heterogeneous model of Refs. [16, 17], in which the orexin-producing
A-neurons, acted upon by a circadian signal (gray box), interact in parallel with the
(same) glutaminergic B-neuron, that undergoes the homeostatic effects induced by Orexin
(represented by the green box). See text for details.

NA orexin-producing neurons (A-neurons in the following) and an assembly
of NB glutaminergic neurons (B-neurons), where in principle all neurons of
one set are not perfectly identical to each other. In this exploratory study,
we consider below some simple topologies for the local networks of A- and
B-neurons and the coupling between them.

2. The model

The dynamics of the model studied is based on Hodgkin-Huxley-type
neurons, as in the two-neuron model and in its generalization with heteroge-
neous orexin-producing neurons [9, 16, 17]. The model set up is represented
in Fig. 3. The system contains a set A of NA orexin neurons acted upon
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Figure 3: Example of the heterogeneous model considered in the present paper, with
NA = 5 Orexin-producing A-neurons and NB = 5 glutaminergic B-neurons, in which
neurons of the same type form a local ring-network and interact through a simple V −V
current. Each A-neuron interacts with a B-neuron as in the original model of Ref. [9],
each B-neuron undergoing a homeostatic regulation (represented by the respective green
box) induced by Orexin.

by a signal in pace with the circadian rhythm, interacting with a set B of
NB glutaminergic neurons. All neurons could in principle interact with each
other but in the next section only a few standard configurations are consid-
ered. The interaction configuration is conveniently represented as a network
in which nodes represent neurons and links their mutual interactions, so
that it is natural to introduce the corresponding directed adjacency matrix
K = {Km,n} containing the information on the presence (Km,n = 1) or ab-
sence (Km,n = 0) of a projection from neuron m to neuron n. The type of
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interaction explicitly depends on the types m and n of the two neurons con-
nected: if m ∈ A and n ∈ B, there is a glutamate and an orexin projection
from m to n and only a glutamate projection from n to m; if both neurons
m and n belong to the same population, either A or B, then they interact
through a current linear in the potential difference (see below). For the sake
of clarity we explicitly divide the total current of a neuron into the contribu-
tions coming from interactions with neurons of the same type and those due
to interactions with neurons of the other type. To this aim it is convenient
to use index i (and i′) for A-neurons only and to reserve index j (and j′)
for B-neurons. Then the dynamical equations for the membrane potential of
the generic i-th A-neuron (i = 1, . . . , NA) and j-th B-neuron (j = 1, . . . , NB)
read

CA

dV i
A

dt
= −I i

A,L − I i
A,Na − I i

A,K −
∑

i′∈A

K i, i′I
i, i′

A,local −
∑

j∈B

K i, jI
i, j

A,gl + Iext(t), (1)

CB

dV j
B

dt
= −I j

B,L − I j
B,Na − I j

B,K −
∑

j′∈B

K j, j′I
j, j′

B,local −
∑

i∈A

Kj,i

(

I j,i

B,gl + I j,i
B,ox

)

,(2)

where CA and CB represent the membrane capacitances per unit area. The
system dynamics has to be completed with the explicit expressions of the
current terms, that are given below.

On the right-hand side, for each neuron, there are first the three first usual
terms associated to the internal dynamics, corresponding to the leakage (L),
sodium (Na), and potassium (K) currents. These currents only depend on
the potentials of the same neuron. The leakage current of the (either A or
B) kth neuron has a simple linear dependence on the neuron potential,

I k
p,L = gp,L(V

k
p − Ep,L), p = A,B, (3)

where k is the neuron label, gp,L the conductance, and Ep,L the equilibrium
potential. The other internal currents I k

p,α with p = A,B and α = Na,K also
depend on the activation variable ap,α,

I k
p,α = gp,α(V

k
p − Ep,α) a

k
p,α , α = Na,K, p = A,B, (4)

where k, gp.α, and Ep,α have analogous meanings. The time evolution of the
activation variables ap,Na and ap,K depends in turn on the membrane potential
V k
p of the same neuron p,

da k
p,α

dt
= − 1

τp,α

[

a k
p,α − Φp,α(V

k
p )

]

, α = Na,K, p = A,B, (5)
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where τp,α is the relaxation time scale. The equilibrium value of the acti-
vation variable is determined by a sigmoid function (also used for the other
activation variables considered below)

Φp,α(V ) =
1

1 + exp[−Sp,α(V −Wp,α)]
, (6)

with the two parameters given by the threshold Wp,α and slope Sp,α. How-
ever, for the faster relaxation of the Na current it is further assumed that
the relaxation time τA,Na is very small so that the corresponding activation
variable is instantaneously relaxed, replacing the solution of Eq. (5) by its
steady-state value, i.e. a k

p,Na ≡ Φp,Na(V
k

p ).

The following current terms on the right hand side, I i, i′

A,local and I j, j′

B,local,
describe the A-A or B-B interactions between neurons of the same type. They
depend on the couplings represented by the corresponding elements of the
adjacency matrix K. For the sake of simplicity they are assumed proportional
to the difference of their membrane potentials,

I i, i′

A,local = κA(V
i

A − V i′

A ),

I j, j′

B,local = κB(V
j

B − V j′

B ), (7)

where κA represents the coupling constant (conductivity) and i,i′ the corre-
sponding neuron labels of the A set while κB and the indexes j,j′ are the
analogous quantities for the B set.

The currents I i, j

A,gl and I j, i

B,gl describe A-B or B-A glutamate-mediated in-
teractions between neurons of different types and are of a form similar to
the currents in Eq. (4) but the dynamics of the activation variable is now
determined by the potential of the neuron of the other type, i.e.

I i,j

A,gl = gA,gl(V
i

A − EA,gl) a
i,j

A,gl , (8)

I j,i

B,gl = gB,gl(V
j

B − EB,gl) a
j,i

B,gl , (9)

where the explicit equations for the activation variables for the glutamate
interaction between the ith A-neuron and the jth B-neuron read

da i,j

A,gl

dt
= − 1

τA,gl

[

a i,j

A,gl − ΦA,gl(V
j

B )
]

,

da j,i

B,gl

dt
= − 1

τB,gl

[

a j,i

B,gl − ΦB,gl(V
i

A)
]

, (10)
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and the sigmoid function Φp,α is defined in Eq. (6).
Also the orexin currents I j,i

B,ox, representing the orexin-mediated interac-
tions between an A- and a B-neuron, are assumed to be of the form of Eq. (9),

I j,i
B,ox = gB,ox(V

j
B − EB,ox) a

j,i
B,ox . (11)

The orexin-related part of the model contains the homeostatic mechanism,
defined in the dynamics of the activation variable a j,i

B,ox, evolving with time
according to

da j,i
B,ox

dt
= − 1

τB,ox

[

a j,i
B,ox −Mi ΦB,ox(V

i
A)
]

. (12)

With respect to the other activation variables, this equation contains the
variable Mi(t) ∈ (0, 1), representing the fraction of reservoir of orexin (pro-
duced by the ith A-neuron) and available for neuron B: Mi = 0 corresponds
to an empty reservoir while Mi = 1 to the maximal amount available. The
last term in Eq. (12) implies that the activation of the orexin current is a
combined effect of (a) the activity of the A-neuron (through the potential
V i
A) and (b) a sufficient amount of orexin available to neuron B (through Mi).

For the latter reason in Fig. 3 (as well as in the other models of Figs. 1 and
2) the homeostatic regulation induced in neurons B by the (slow) dynam-
ics of the reservoir variables Mi is represented symbolically by the Orexin
reservoirs (green boxes) interacting with the respective B neurons.

The dynamics of the reservoir variables Mi is the part of the model where
the daily time scales τ±ox enter the problem (besides the daily period τ in the
external current Iext(t)),

dMi

dt
= − 1

τ+ox
(Mi − 1)− 1

τ−ox
MiΦB,ox(V

i
A). (13)

The first term on the right hand side of the equation is always positive and
is responsible for the production of orexin while the second term, which is
always negative, describes orexin consumption. The orexin-dependent part
of the dynamical equations is the key-element of the model, as long as the
regulation of the wake-sleep cycle is concerned, so that it is expected to be
able to direct the homeostatic sleep process as follows:

(1) By initiating the wakeful part of a daily period after a sufficiently
strong initial stimulus associated to the circadian rhythm that would in turn
activate the B-neurons.
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(2) By maintaining wakefulness for a long time interval also after the
pulse is finished, with both neurons A and B firing due to the reciprocal
excitation.

(3) Re-initiating sleep by stopping the firing activity in both A- and B-
neurons when the available orexin has decreased under a critical level.

The external current Iext represents here the mentioned daily initial stim-
ulus, acting directly on the hypothalamus. It is assumed to be a simple
rectangular pulse with height I0 > 0 and a length much smaller than the
daily period, τ0 ≪ τ , which is repeated periodically at the beginning of each
day, n = 0, 1, . . .,

Iext(t) = I0 , for nτ < t < nτ + τ0 ,

= 0 , for nτ + τ0 < t < (n+ 1)τ , (14)

that triggers the wake up process, see also Fig. 4. In the numerical simula-
tions the daily period τ and the other related time scales τ±ox — but not any
other time scale of the problem — are rescaled for numerical convenience, in
order to make the study of the system during a whole day or several days
possible. The daily period has been rescaled by a factor 3600, so that it
lasts τ = 24 s instead of 24 hours. This rescaling does not invalidate any
of the results and conclusions, since even after the rescaled time τ = 3600 s
the system has reached a stable firing or silent state — depending on the
parameters used, due to the fact that all the other time scales characterizing
the dynamics of neurons are still much smaller than τ .

The values of the model parameters, apart from the capacitances which
are assumed as CA = CB = 1µF/cm2, are listed in Table 1.

3. Quantifying the quality of sleep

In order to analyze results it is necessary to introduce a quantifier of the
quality of a sleep wake cycle. We first divide a day into consecutive optimal
wakefulness and sleep periods of respective duration τ1 = 2τ/3 and τ2 = τ/3.
We then introduce the quantity

r =
〈∆t (1)〉

τ1
− 〈∆t (2)〉

τ2
. (15)

Here 〈∆t(k)〉, k = 1, 2, is the average (over Nsp days) of the measured wakeful-

ness time intervals occurring during the aforementioned optimal wakefulness
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Figure 4: Two rectangular pulses of height I0 and length τ0 of the external current Iext(t)
with daily period τ . Also the “ideal sleep-wake cycle”, divided into a wakefulness fraction
q = 2/3 and a sleep fraction 1 − q = 1/3, is shown. For clarity the sleep-wake cycle is
here represented in hours, but in the numerical simulations it was convenient to rescale
the daily period τ by a factor 3600, it lasts τ = 24 s instead of 24 hours. See text for
details.

Table 1: Parameters of the homogeneous system for the neuronal populations p = A and
p = B (if the subscript p in the parameters is not written explicitly then the parameters
corresponding to p =A and p =B are equal).

conductance potential slope threshold time scale

(µS/cm2) (mV) (mV−1) (mV) (ms)
Ip,L gp,L = 0.1 Ep,L = −60 – – –
Ip,Na gp,Na = 3 Ep,Na = 50 Sp,Na = 0.25 Wp,Na = −25 (τp,Na ≈ 0)
Ip,K gp,K = 4 Ep,K = −90 Sp,K = 0.25 Wp,K = −25 τp,K = 2
Ip,gl gA,gl = 0.196 Ep,gl = 50 Sp,gl = 1 Wp,gl = −20 τp,gl = 30

gB,gl = 0.15
IB,ox gB,ox = 0.2 EB,ox = 50 SB,ox = 1 WB,ox = −20 τox = 300

τ+ox = 7500
τ−ox = 920

Ip,local κp = 0.1
Iext I0=0.893mA τ = 24000

τ0 = 500
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(k = 1) and sleep (k = 2) periods. The coefficient r can vary in the inter-
val (−1, 1), the maximum (minimum) value r = 1 (r = −1) corresponding
to the best (worst) possible cycle. The optimal state r = 1 can be obtained
only for ∆t(1) = τ1 (being awake during the whole optimal wakefulness time),
and ∆t(2) = 0 (never being awake during the optimal sleep period τ2). Any
deviation implies that ∆t(1) < τ1 or ∆t(2) > 0 so that r < 1.

4. Results

The effect of diversity has been studied numerically by using a second-
order Runge-Kutta integration scheme, with rescaled time step δt = 0.01.
Heterogeneity was introduced in the values of the glutamate thresholds for
a generic neuron k by setting Wp,gl → W k

p,gl and analogously for the orexin

thresholds WB,ox → W k
B,ox. For a given parameter W , different k’s cor-

respond to different values of the parameter The specific values of the di-
versified values used {W k} were extracted from a symmetrical bell-shaped
distribution f(W ) centered around the value 〈W 〉 of the homogeneous sys-
tem in order to carry out a sensible comparison. We have used a prob-
ability density f(W ) = N / cosh2[(W − 〈W 〉)/δW ], where N is a normal-
ization constant, that is convenient numerically since the corresponding cu-
mulative distribution can be inverted exactly. The value of the diversity
parameter δW in the probability density f(W ) is employed below as a
measure of the diversity of the system parameters and is proportional to
the standard deviation, δW = πσW/

√
12, since the variance is given by

σ2
W = 〈(W − 〈W 〉)2〉 = 12 δW 2/π2.
In this exploratory study for the sake of simplicity we have chosen NA =

NB and a one-to-one connection between neurons of different types, i.e., each
neuron A is coupled to one and only one neuron B and vice-versa. For a list
of the values of the parameters used see Table 1.

In order to show more clearly the constructive effects of diversity, in
the simulations we have started from a homogeneous reference state whose
parameters values produce a double-periodic response to the circadian in-
put — with period 2τ . Such a response corresponds to a low-quality sleep-
wake cycle, since it represents absence of sleep every second night. Such an
under-threshold (non-optimal) configuration with homogeneous parameters
is intentionally chosen as comparison term with the other inhomogeneous
systems since it best reveals the effects of added heterogeneity, namely (1)
to restore single-periodicity and (2) to reduce the total sleeping time (or to
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Figure 5: Raster plots (top) and corresponding r coefficient defined in Eq. (15) (bottom)
of a B-neuron of the set B when the A-neurons form a random 10-neuron network with
connection probability P = 0.2 and B-neurons are on a ring structure with first-neighbor
links. In the plots above time is measured in daily periods and different ordinates (arbitrary
units) correspond to different levels of diversity in the glutamate threshold of A-neurons
(from bottom to top: δWA,gl = 0 . . . 5 mV in intervals of 0.5 mV).

increase it too much, see examples below) as diversity increases even more.
These effects result in an optimal value of diversity at intermediate values at
which the sleep-wake cycle is better.

Results for some examples of systems are presented in Figs. 5-8. All the
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Figure 6: The r coefficient obtained from Eq. (15) for some other configurations. (1): two
interacting ring structures of A and B with NA = NB = 10 neurons with first-neighbor
interaction in which the glutamate threshold WA,gl was diversified. (2): as in (1) but with
diversified Wox. (3): as in (1) but with second-neighbor interaction. (4): as in (1) but
A is a small world network of NA = 10 A-neurons with second-neighbor interaction and
P = 0.25 rewiring probability. (5): as in (4) but with P = 0.5 (e) rewiring probability.
(6): both A and B are small-world networks as A in (5) with NA = NB = 10.

systems studied present a clear diversity-induced resonance, i.e. a maximum
value of r in correspondence of an intermediate value of diversity.

Figure 5 presents the raster plots (top) and the corresponding r coefficient
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Figure 7: Same as for Fig. 5 but for to two interacting small-world networks A and B with
second-neighbor interactions, NA = NB = 25, and rewiring probability P = 0.5.

defined in Eq. (15) of a B-neuron of the set B (bottom) when the A-neurons
form a random 10-neuron network with connection probability P = 0.2 and
B-neurons are on a ring structure with first-neighbor links. Time is measured
in daily periods. Different ordinates (arbitrary units) correspond to the dif-
ferent levels of diversity in the glutamate threshold of A-neurons indicated in
the figure. Diversity-induced resonance results from the fact that increasing
the diversity level further, after the single periodicity is restored, results in
shortening more and more the sleep time.
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Figure 8: Coefficient r for to two interacting small-world networks A and B with second-
neighbor interactions, NA = NB = 10, and rewiring probability P = 0.5, in which both the
glutamate threshold of the A set and that of the B set, WA,gl and WB,gl, are diversified.
The figure shows the area close to the origin of the δWA,gl-δWB,gl, where the system
is homogeneous, presenting a local minimum. At large values of δWA,gl and δWB,gl, r
decreases again, even if slowly.

The plots in Fig. 6 present analogous results through the raster plots
obtained for different topologies of the system.

Figure 7 refers to two interacting A and B small-world networks. Notice
how —on the contrary of the examples above— in this case a sharp maximum
in the coefficient r is due to the fact that too much diversity leads to an
insomnia state with no sleep (first raster plot from top).

Finally, Fig. 8 presents the coefficient r for two interacting small-world
networks in which both the glutamate thresholds δWA,gl and δWB,gl have
been diversified. One can see that in this case both diversified parameters
contribute to improve the response of the system and that around the origin of
the δWA,gl-δWB,gl plane (where the system is homogeneous) a local minimum
is present due to the double-periodicity of the cycles. At at larger values of
either parameters the coefficient r decreases again — even if slowly.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have reported about the constructive role of diversity in
the collective response of a neuronal assembly undergoing a homeostatic con-
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trol having a much longer (daily) time scale than that typical of the neuronal
dynamics. The effect studied can be considered as a most typical example of
global phenomenon emerging from the non-linear interaction of the units of
a complex system, not only because it provides a physiological model of the
complex behavior of a neuronal process but also because it is based on the
presence of a suitable level of heterogeneity, a common property of complex
systems that by definition can only be realized in systems composed of many
interacting units.

The model studied is a natural extension of physiological models of sleep-
wake cycle considered in previous works and contains an assembly of het-
erogeneous orexin-producing neurons and glutaminergic neurons interacting
with each other according to some basic network topology. It was shown that
for the network configurations considered a suitable level of heterogeneity in
the values of the activation thresholds of the glutamate and orexin channels
can improve the quality of the wake-sleep cycle and possibly re-establish the
single periodicity for some special configurations. This enlarges to neuronal
systems with different underlying topologies and a long-time scale, associated
to a homeostatic mechanism, the constructive role of diversity already found
and studied in many other complex systems.
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